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I. Answer any one of the following” 

1. Briefly explain the meaning, importance and scope of management in physical 

education and sport? 

2. Define supervision and explain the scope and principles of supervision? 

(1 x 15 = 15 Marks) 

II. Write short notes on: 

3. Principles of public relation 

4. Organization structure of Physical Education and Sports at University 

5. Procedure of purchase 

(3 x 5 = 15 Marks) 

III. Explain the following: 

6. Accounting and petty cash 

7. factors affecting time table 

8. Objectives of intramurals 

(3 x 5 = 15 Marks) 

IV. Fill in blanks: 

9. The four management functions are ____________, organizing, leading, and controlling. 

10. The hierarchy of management levels are top, middle, and ____________ management. 

11. ____________ is the competition between different institutions. 

12. ____________ are responsible for their organization’s performance. 

13. ____________ are important in supervision. 

(5 x 1 = 5 Marks) 

V. State True or False 

14. Managers Sexists in only formal organizations. 

15. There are many definitions to management but all involve working through people to 

meet organizational goals. 



16. Total quality management is a management philosophy that stresses quality within the 

organization. 

17. Time table is not required in physical education. 

18. Public relations specialists in the thriving sports industry focus on creating and 

maintaining a negative image for the athletes or sports clubs they represent. 

(5 x 1 = 5 Marks) 

VI. Write answer in one word: 

19. A temporary committee an organization will form to be put in charge of an event. 

20. Systems that report the best performances ever accomplished by athletes teams within 

competitions, time periods, or overall. 

21. Systems that report and place athlete/team performances based on results and 

competitive criteria in to numerical order from first to last place. 

22. The Exercise of Authority 

23. Organization Purpose... Who, What, Concise Terms, Everyone Understands 

24. Give an example for recreational sport 

25. Major management functions 

26. Zero-base budgeting was developed and introduced by? 

27. A company's obligation to conduct its activities with the aim of achieving social, 

environmental, and economic development. 

28. What is UAAA? 

(10 x 1 = 10 Marks) 

VII. Match the following: 

1. Swimming pool   - (a) Athletic track 

2. Intramurals    - (b) Report card 

3. Accounting    - (c) Inter collegiate 

4. Time table    - (d) Planning 

5. Budgeting    - (e) Finance 

6. Equipment    - (f) Store keeping 

7. Assessment    - (g) Petty cash 

8. Gymnasium    - (h) Health Club 

9. Play field    - (i) Extramurals 

10. University    - (j) Filtration plant 

(10 x 1 = 10 Marks) 
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